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Did Our Grandparents Have it Right?



Or Maybe Our Parents?



Eighties, Anyone?



Twenty-First Century Madness
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1. Marijuana is still federally an illegal drug  

2. Employers can still enforce drug policies and drug test 
employees

3. So far, courts have not treated marijuana the same as 
traditional prescription drugs

4. So far, employers do not need to accommodate marijuana.

So What is an Employer to Do?



• Several courts have all held employers may prohibit marijuana 
use in their workforces:
– 2008, California – state law only protects individuals from criminal 

prosecution; employer free to refuse to hire

– 2010, Oregon - no employer should be forced to accommodate 
marijuana

– 2011, Washington - employees terminated for medical marijuana use 
– even offsite – have no basis to sue their employers.

The Courts. . . .



• Several courts have all held employers may prohibit marijuana 
use in their workforces:
• 2012, Montana - medical marijuana users and providers have no 

special right to their employment despite state law.

• 2015, Colorado - employers are still free to prohibit use and can still 
discipline and terminate for positive test

• January 2016, New Mexico - state law does not require employers to 
accommodate medical marijuana use.

The Courts. . . .



But Be Careful. . . .

• The District of Columbia passed the Prohibition of Pre-
Employment Marijuana Testing Act of 2015, which 
prohibits employers from testing employees for marijuana 
use until after a conditional offer for employment has been 
made.



And Practically Speaking

• Will a “zero tolerance” policy on marijuana reduce my pool 
of qualified candidates to an unacceptable level?

• Will failing to test for marijuana increase workplace 
injuries or absenteeism?

• Will treating marijuana differently than other illegal drugs 
create problems in my workplace?


